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Machine Learning for Source Code Processing
Source code …
given to a neural network
to obtain a classification of single code snippets
Examples:
• detection
• method

of identifier misuses

names prediction

• classification

of programs according to their functionality

• vulnerability

detection

Grammatical Evolution (GE)*
Mapping genotype to phenotype in GE
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•

Genotype: a vector of integers that encodes the productions of a given formal grammar expressed in
Backus-Naur Form

•

Phenotype: a program in a given language

*M. O'Neill and C. Ryan. Grammatical evolution. In: IEEE Transactions on Evolutionary Computation, vol. 5, no. 4, pp. 349-358, 2001

Neural Fitness Functions
•

The fitness of each individual is computed as the output of a neuron in a neural network
given the individual as input instance
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Example 1:
binary strings

*see repository: https://github.com/Martisal/adversarialGE

(Contrived) formal grammar
that defines a language of
binary strings

Multilayer perceptron
successfully trained
(regression) in counting the
number of zeros of the binary
string given as input

We use the output of the
MLP for guiding the GE
evolution of strings
composed of (almost) only
zeros

Example 2:
1
deceiving source code classifiers
Through a simplified C grammar, we use
GE for synthesising programs that
maximise (or minimize) the output of a
model2 that detects and classifies software
vulnerabilities.
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Example 2:
deceiving source code classifiers
Evolution of individuals having an
arbitrary classification

Evolution fo individuals able to
change the classification of a given
input instance but not its
functionality

